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re your genetic goals achieved by one single person’s work and expertise alone? Not if you do business with All West/Select Sires!
We believe that it takes a whole team working together to help our member/owner’s enhance their success through genetics. This
includes our team of highly trained, professional technicians, agents, salespeople, managers, office staff and beyond! Our team doesn’t stop there as it also, most importantly, includes our customers and their teams of veterinarians, nutritionists and herdsmen. Now
more than ever, we are acknowledging the value of working as one team. This theme has encouraged us to grow closer as an All West
family, while reminding us that we are much stronger together. In 2017, we hope you realize the important role you play in allowing
our team to help you succeed and continue to see the extra value we bring to your farms and ranches as ONE All West/Select Sires.

#JLS
A closer look at our JLS partners
Brad Barham
All West/Select Sires
Sales Support Manager

November 2015 heralded a new era for Jerseyland Sires as they announced their partnership
with Select Sires Inc. Follow me as we take an inside look at our newest partners, Jerseyland Sires.
Where did they come from? Where are they now?
Where are they heading? These questions are
very important moving forward for our All West
membership and our overall Jersey program at
Select Sires.
Beginning in the late 1970s, Phil Fanelli, Dick
Clauss, and Duane Wickstrom headed to the East
Coast to select a group of young bulls for sampling through the JLS group’s herds. Many Jersey
enthusiasts will recognize the sire named “Highland Magic DUNCAN.” 7JE177 Duncan was one
of the initial bulls identified and sampled through
this group. He went on to produce over 10,000
daughters, 200+ sons, and maybe one the most
well-known Jersey cows world-wide, Duncan
Belle. In more recent years the group sampled a
bull bred from member herd and AJCA Master
Breeder, Ahlem Farms Partnership, by the name
of “Ahlem Lemvig ABE.” Abe came along in the
early 2000s when the Jersey cow was really making a push for growth in larger commercial operations. He sired cows that were moderate sized,
lasted a long time, and bred back efficiently; all
while producing incredible amounts of fat and protein.
Fast-forward to 2015. Genomics have now
been introduced and proven through some of
today’s most impactful sires like 7JE1038
VALENTINO, the all-time leader in Jersey unit
sales at Select Sires. As a result, genomic young
sire usage has sky-rocketed in overall sales compared to the pre-genomic era. The days of simply
“sampling” a bull have really changed to a young
bull becoming activated and used heavily, including as a major sire-of-sons. Alongside the increased popularity of young sires came the
advancement of sexed semen, and A.I. groups
now owning females to create their own bulls for
the market.
I sat down with the General Manager of JLS,
Tyler Boyd, to discuss the status of the industry
and how JLS is taking the bull by the horns. “The
dairy industry changed since the inception of our
last partnership in 2001. We felt we need to make
changes ourselves, be more innovative, and really
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focus on making the most of our genetic potential.
Our member-owners account for about one third
of the elite females ranked on AJCA’s top 1.5%
lists. We knew that a greater focus on identifying
these females and strategically mating them would
immediately yield greater results for our JLS sire
selection and proving process.”
“We were also identifying females across the
country who weren’t in a position to be worked
with, whose genetics weren’t able to impact the
breed as they need to due to various reasons,”
Tyler says. “Purchasing these females and working with them heavily via ET and IVF gives us
even more flexibility in a mating system to create a
greater next generation product. In March of 2015
we started the female procurement process as
well as a program allowing JLS to work with member’s females on a contract basis. Now that we
are almost two years into this program we call
‘PRIMUS,’ we have worked with over 100 different
female donors through IVF or conventional flush-

ing. The initial results have already exceeded our
expectations and we look forward to what else is
in store.”
As JLS worked on their intense focus within
their female population and their PRIMUS program, they also evaluated the bull side heavily,
asking questions such as: What is our market
share? Are we reaching as many markets as we
need to? How is fertility and sexed semen production on our bulls?
These very questions led them straight to Select Sires as the industry leader in many areas. I
asked Tyler, “Why Select Sires?” His response
was humbling. “THE PEOPLE. JLS owners had
such great relationships at every turn with employees of Select Sires, Inc. as well as All West and
COBA. The amount of research, knowledge, history, passion, and geographical footprint that the
Select Sires family provides really adds up to
tremendous results in sales and overall product
quality. That is exactly what we were looking for.

Tyler Boyd, General Manager, Jerseyland Sires
All West/Select Sires
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This is just the beginning
with JLS. You will soon see
the initial fruits of their
PRIMUS program and rejuvenated focus from within the
member herds. Pictured in
this article is Dupat Magnum
2847-P, the VG-85 dam producing four of the first five
PRIMUS bulls entering the
program, most notable of
these being 7JE1570 JX
STEPH {3}-P and 7JE1569
JX AVON KLAY {3}-P.
STEPH {3}-P and AVON
KLAY {3}-P rank as the top
Dupat Magnum 2847-P (VG-85) two Polled sires in the entire
Dam of 7JE1570 JX STEPH {3}-P and 7JE1569 JX Avon KLAY {3}-P. breed for JPI at 201 and 197,
respectively.
Also, Select challenged us to think big on what to
Finally, I wanted everyone to know how well
do with our membership that represents over
this group works together and how they make de100,000 Jersey females. The enthusiasm they
cisions to choose the bulls going into the JLS proshowed for the Jersey cow really aligned with the
reinvigorated passion that fueled our PRIMUS
launch. We knew we found the right home.”
In the Select Sire’s catalog you will see the
Jerseyland bulls noted with their Jerseyland Sires
logo. Other than that, they will appear just like any
other bull at Select Sires. Some of the first bulls
now have semen available: 7JE1544 PRINCETON is an early REGENCY son out of the maternal sister to 7JE1221 PHAROAH, a customer
Look for the
satisfaction sire at Select Sires. With 138 JPI,
JLS Logo!
1285 milk, and nearly 20 JUI, PRINCETON will be
sure to follow in PHAROAH’s footsteps. 7JE1540
JX STORMCLOUD {4} is a 100 BBR bull out of an
EX-90 dam entering the Select lineup with a JPI of
175, CM$ of 620, and +6.3 productive life. He is
as balanced across the board as they come and
should provide excellent all around genetics. Last
but not least, 7JE1549 JX WAVE {3} brings a different sire stack to the Select Sires mix as a JX
BARKSDALE {2} out of a PERFORM. At 179 JPI
and 602 CM$, WAVE {3} provides elite production
with amazing DPR (+0.9) and elite JUI (+22.5).

#MyThreeSons
507HO12897 SAMURI

507HO12898 SUPERSPRING

gram. JLS has 12 member-owners that are all
Jersey breeders. They have a seven-person sire
committee made up of founding members, second
and third generation shareholders, farm managers, and one employee (Tyler Boyd) who all
have a common interest in genetic improvement.
They gather together for monthly sire committee
meetings as well as monthly general sessions and
board meetings. Having the chance to sit in on
some of their discussions is quite a learning opportunity and an eye-opener to their world. Most
of these members seem to ask the question,
“WOULD YOU USE HIM IN YOUR HERD?” If the
majority answer is yes, then the bull’s fate heads
in a nice direction. Watching a breeder of a bull
say “no” to his own bull, which I got to witness
first-hand, shows the integrity of why this group
was formed years ago and will continue to succeed. These very decisions will help accelerate
our Jersey program at Select Sires for years to
come and we should all be happy to have these
kinds of dairymen on our team!

Dam of SAMURI, SUPERSPRING & SLAMDUNK
OCD SUPERSIRE 9882-ET (VG-86, DOM)
2-01 3x 365 31,870 4.1 1310 3.2 1023
507HO12899 SLAMDUNK

* All over 800 NM$! * All plus for components! * All over 2.1 DPR! * All over 2700 GTPI! * All over 1.6 PTAT!

It’s one thing for a mating to make sense on paper, but it’s another to have it
work beyond expectations….and in this case, work three times over! The cross
of SUPERSIRE on OCD ROBUST Shimmer (EX-90) made a ton of sense. With
a best record to date of 2-03 3x 365 34,350 3.5 1199 3.2 1087, Shimmer capitalized on SUPERSIRE’S outstanding milk, fat and protein, as well as and type genetic merit. The mating resulted in OCD SUPERSIRE 9882, who scored VG-86,
DOM as a 2-year-old with a record exceeding 31,000M. Bred by the Lamb
Family of western New York, the OCD herd has been world-renowned at creating high-value, high-dollar, high-performing males and females, and their plan
for Supersire 9882 would be no different. Bred to AltaSpring, Supersire 9882
produced three highly anticipated sons that entered the Select Sires program
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last year. All three are currently ranked over 800NM$, all over +2.1DPR, all over
+2700GTPI and all over +1.6PTAT. The trio capitalizes on things that matter to
you most – getting cows pregnant, making cows last, and delivering solid milk
with high components.
Delivering on the promise of a proven cow family with a strong sire-stack,
these three bulls are also on special for a limited time, which is a bonus for you
if you’ve never tried sexed semen before, or are thinking of continued/increased
use of sexed semen during the summer months.
If you’re searching for more value in young sire usage, contact your All West
representative or call the office! #mythreesons will be turning investment into
value in no time!

All West/Select Sires
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#teamcoldstream
The Value of a Team Approach
All West/Select Sires Sales Representative Larry Nootenboom & Galen Smith

Galen Smith is no stranger to the concept of
teamwork. He part-owns and operates Coldstream
Dairy, alongside his father-in-law, Jeff. They have
25 hired employees and several other devoted
family members that work on the Pacific Northwest dairy who currently milks 1,500 Holstein and
Jersey cows with a goal of reaching 1,650 by the
end of this year. Galen counts on his sister-in-law,
Lynn, for employee management, herd health
recordkeeping and calf care assistance. His wife,
Laura, is also a team player as the dairy’s bookkeeper and occasional tractor driver. Galen and
Laura’s biggest, continuous team effort is raising
their four sons on the farm, with the oldest, age
14, already driving tractor and the others helping
with the daily outside chores.
Several years ago, with dairy industry regulations tightening and prices fluctuating, Galen decided to add a few more teammates to his dairy
operation. As a longtime customer of All West/Select Sires in Deming, Washington, Coldstream
Dairy had been using top-quality genetics for
many years, but lacked proper evaluation and
close consideration of their genetic data. That realization encouraged Galen to take advantage of
the opportunities All West/Select Sires provides by
enrolling in both the Select Mating Service and
Select Reproductive Solutions programs.
“I cannot say enough good things about the programs and what they bring to the overall profitability of this operation. We’ve gone from a 20% preg
rate to a 34%, taking us from average to exceptional,” said Galen. “It isn’t about the price. It’s
about the value-added benefits I get with my service.”
All West/Select Sires Salesman, Larry Nootenboom, helps him choose sires that will match his
desired outcome while focusing on answering
Galen’s biggest question, “How can we get more
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milk out of each cow while remaining efficient?”
With Galen’s goals in mind, the team selects bulls
for high Productive Life, high Daughter Pregnancy
Rate, and high Components with a strong emphasis on milk, fat and protein. Galen has noticed the
positive impact of creating “smaller, more efficient
cows” by using sires designated as FeedPro bulls.
Larry’s work goes beyond sire selection by communicating with Galen’s breeders to ensure that
they have all the tools and supplies they need to
do the crucial job of putting Select Sires products
to work. “Teamwork is important. Especially as
dairies get larger, I believe they need to take a
team approach to be successful. It’s tough to do it
on your own anymore. When you have so many
specialists to help you in one organization like All
West, why wouldn’t you utilize them? Dairies such
as Coldstream have gained great value from this
and they are wonderful people to work with.”
All West/Select Sires Select Mating Service
Evaluator, Maynard Axelson, also spends time observing and conversing with Coldstream’s breeders and herdsmen to observe their techniques,
compare results and listen to their opinions. He
works with the internal dairy team as well, including the veterinarian, nutritionist, two herdsmen and
the dairymen to formulate solutions for any issues
they see in the herd. After consulting with all members of the team, he can direct Galen to make decisions that will solve any genetic problems. “It is
very refreshing that Galen is so willing to listen to
outside opinions and blend those in to future planning. This is a great opportunity to see how our
programs excel when expressed by such top management,” said Maynard.
Brett Mackay completes the All West trio as the
team’s Select Reproductive Solutions expert. With
Brett’s guidance, Galen recently decided he will be
breeding the top 25% of his first lactation Holsteins to sexed semen, looking for predictability of
milk transfer. “Brett’s expertise helps us to continu-
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ally improve our breeding program,” said Galen.
Larry, Maynard and Brett collectively meet with
Coldstream dairy’s internal team to discuss issues
and solve problems together on a quarterly basis.
“Coldstream has a great vet in Dr. Gale DeJong,
who is very much a team player, as well as his
Cargill nutritionist, Mark. They are present at all
our meetings and are always open-minded and
very helpful. The whole staff is great to work with
and because of that, they are successful,” said
Brett.
Galen’s teammates agree that he works with
everyone very closely and utilizes the programs All
West/Select Sires offers to develop his herd of
cows with the type and production he desires. He
has created a customized approach to reproductive management, with a team of professionals to
guide him to success with ease. “The owners are
so busy managing other daily challenges on the
dairy that they can relax and not worry about the
genetics side of things, although we should definitely credit Galen for recognizing the value of the
programs. The benefit is that we are covering
every detail of a dairy’s individual needs. We don’t
just sell semen and drive away. We’re there for the
long haul looking at the big picture,” said Maynard.
“I am genuinely impressed by the character of my
All West herd health team. Larry, Maynard and
Brett are always positively and optimistically looking for ways to improve my herd. I am very fortunate to have their help and expertise guiding me in
to the future,” said Galen.
Whether it’s the Smith family, the Coldstream
Dairy network or the All West/Select Sires team, it
is guaranteed that teamwork is at the heart of
Galen’s philosophy as this dairy’s success story
continues.
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#delegateprofile
Michael Dotinga, Hilltop Holsteins
On a clear afternoon, Hilltop Holsteins overlooks
the lush pastures of Oakdale, California that span
as far as dairy farmer Michael Dotinga’s eyes can
see before meeting the snowy mountains in the
distance. Although the weather prior to the April
2017 sire summary release generated a slightly
less scenic view, the sights inside the barn on this
hilltop are where we find the true value of his All
West/Select Sires genetic program.
Michael Dotinga has always believed in the
value of teamwork. Growing up in Chino, California on his family’s farm, he recalls helping with
daily tasks including calf feeding at the young age
of five years old. As he grew so did his responsibilities and his excitement for genetics when his father started letting him pick bulls to use for A.I. in
his herd. “I’ve always enjoyed investigating cow
families, watching calves be born and seeing results as they mature into cows,” said Michael.
The Dotinga family moved their dairy north to
Escalon, California in 1988. Michael moved to
Oakdale, California in 1998 where he founded Hilltop Holsteins with his uncle, John Vander Schaaf.
What started as a small farm has grown into an
1,800-cow dairy where Michael also farms 330
acres of oats and corn, while raising three boys
Brandon (22), Derek (19) and Ryan (16) with his
wife, Carrie.
Regardless of his dairy’s large commercial
herd size, Michael continues to incorporate his
team in every decision he makes while seeking to
produce “medium sized cows with functional type”.
Michael also strives to produce cows walking on
good feet and legs that will last. Furthermore, he
has recently started looking at Daughter Pregnancy Rate (DPR) more closely as well as making
sure to always choose bulls with positive components.
All West/Select Sires Dairy Program Specialist Jake Van Vliet noted, “For his herd size,
Michael cares more about genetics than most
dairymen. Many times, he will ask me about a bull
that I am not even aware of yet!”
Why does Michael put time, effort and input
costs into high quality genetics? “My first reason is
I simply like nice looking cows!” said Michael. “I
enjoy milking cows that not only milk well but also
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look good and sell themselves if I
need to sell heifers.”
Michael does not plan to grow
his herd any larger and can now
focus on his main goal of raising
better, higher producing cows. With
this goal in mind, he continues to f
ocus on genetics and has purchased
the majority of his herd’s semen from All West/Select Sires bulls in the most recent two years.
Michael is anxiously awaiting seeing milking
daughters in the parlor from the sires currently
being used including YODER, MONTROSS, SUPERFLY, BANDARES, MODESTY, BOB, HONEYBEE, PROFIT, CAM and more. Michael has been
impressed by the results of using SUPERSIRE,
with many daughters now fresh and producing
over 100 pounds of milk per day.
“MOGUL is the one that really turned me on
to using more All West genetics. I was scraping
corrals one day and a bunch of heifers caught my
eye. I came back to the barn to look at them and
most were MOGUL daughters. I ended up using a
lot of MOGUL sons after that as well.”
As Jake continues to work with Michael, he is
impressed by his knowledge of cow families and
the way Michael utilizes the information gathered
through All West/Select Sires programs accompanied by genomic testing. “Michael not only utilizes
proven bulls but uses roughly 70% genomic bulls
in his herd as well”, said Jake. “He’s done pretty
well selecting young bulls and many he chose
ended up making it on the lineup during the December 2016 proof round.”
Although Michael admits it is too early to notice major improvements in his herd, he is faithful
in his results from genomic testing where he has
seen numbers changing rapidly. “Our preg rate
continues to improve yearly,” he said. “Fertility rate
has much to do with herd health as well, but since
I have started using All West bulls, I have definitely continued to move forward in the right direction. Our first service conception was one of the
highest among the dairies that my nutritionist
works for with an overall preg rate of 27.”
Offspring from these bulls aren’t the only
things Michael has to look forward to in the
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coming years. In November 2016, Michael was
elected All West/Select Sires District 22 Delegate
and will spend this three-year term representing
membership by attending meetings and voting on
important cooperative issues. “I would like to see
the other side of the business that I don’t get to
see every day and learn new things from this experience,” said Michael.
It is obvious that Michael is eager to quickly
become part of the All West/Select Sires team
through genetics and leadership. Though he has
been a customer for only two years, he is already
noticing the value of being an All West
member/owner. “The quality of bulls really sets All
West apart from competition more than anything. I
also have one of the most reputable A.I. technicians in the area and really appreciate the work
that Frank Vargas does.”
Frank has had the privilege of being part of
Hilltop Holsteins team for many years. “I enjoy
working with Michael because genetics have always been very important to him and we share the
same mentality of continuously improving the
herd. He is very knowledgeable and always stays
informed about the most current genetic advancements,” said Frank. “Michael is one of the hardest
working guys I know, who is very hands-on in all
aspects of his dairy. Regardless of the large herd
size, I can talk to him about any specific cow and
he will know exactly which one I am talking about
because he genuinely cares about each of them.”
The value of genetics is evident at Hilltop Holsteins, along with the value of All West/Select
Sires services, technology, leadership, passion,
progress and a whole lot of teamwork. As Michael
continues to strive towards his goal of creating an
even higher producing herd, we look forward to
sharing in his successes and getting to know him
as a leader as an All West/Select Sires Delegate.
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#Annualmeeting
Each year, All West/Select Sires focuses on a theme with the ongoing mission
of enhancing member/owner’s success
through genetics. In 2017, we are striving to
unify our salespeople, office staff, technicians, agents, managers, customers and
beyond into ONE All West/Select Sires. This
theme has encouraged us to grow closer as
an All West family, while reminding us that
we are much stronger together.
We kicked off this year’s festivities in
February with our All West Annual Meeting.
All West Board Directors and Delegates
from our 30 districts gathered in Seattle to
discuss pressing issues, review financials,

make important decisions on behalf of all
our member/owner’s and most importantly,
connect and grow as ONE All West. Five
newly elected delegates were introduced to
the board including: District 10 Delegate
Jason Prins from Granger, WA; District 12
Delegate Eddie Gomes from Tillamook, OR;
District 22 Delegate Michael Dotinga from
Oakdale, CA; District 24 Delegate Jonathon
DeGroot from Kerman, CA and District 28
Delegate Carlos Lopes from Los Banos, CA.
Our board had the privilege of hearing
from guest speakers throughout the meeting. Greg Andersen, dairy producer at Seagull Bay Dairy, reminded us of the importance

of investing in quality genetics now to benefit our herd's future. Joe Morelli, CEO of
Alaska Gold Seafood Producers Cooperative, shared his insight on brand development to build a better cooperative. Jeff
Ziegler, Select Sires Inc. Holstein Sire Analyst, updated us on the latest Select Sires
genomics news. Alicia Smarciarz, Washington State Dairy Ambassador and daughter
of our District 7 Director, Terry Smarciarz,
led us in a milk toast before our banquet
dinner.
The All West Annual Meeting Banquet
was largely dedicated to Bill Genasci as he
prepares to retire in 2017. Bill has served

Bill Genasci addresses 2017 Delegation
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2017 All West/Select Sires Executive Committee

the A.I. industry for nearly 50 years, first as
a dairy producer and All West customer himself. He then served on the All West/Select
Sires Board of Directors for 15 years, the All
West/Select Sires Executive Board for two
years, and in 1992, was elected the first
man “West of the Mississippi” to serve as
President of the Select Sires Board. He is
ending his career as All West Director of
California Operations for over 25 years. Bill
has truly embodied the spirit of ONE All
West/Select Sires and we have been
blessed to experience his leadership, guidance and friendship.
Several others were recognized for their
years of service as All West employees in-

cluding: Bill VanderGraaf (25 years), Rene
Meyers (30 years), Karl Krangnes (35
years), Larry Nootenboom (40 years), and
Pat Brown (45 years). Their dedication to All
West/Select Sires has allowed us to become
the successful cooperative that we are
today. One of All West’s most beloved salespeople, Ken Haak, received the 2017 All
West Legacy Award for 47 exceptional years
of service before retiring last year. All West
also added several salesmen to the “Million
Unit Club” including Greg Schafer of Orland,
CA (over 1 million units), Denis Curtin of
Fresno, CA (over 2.5 million units), and
Allan Cossentine of Tulare, CA (over 3.5 million units). We couldn’t be prouder of our en-

tire hard working sales team!
The All West/Select Sires Executive
Board ended the meeting by voting on several issues, including the reelection of Jim
Regli of Ferndale, California as All West
Board President and Jerry Lanting of Mt.
Vernon, Washington as All West Board Vice
President.
As we continue to grow stronger as ONE in
2017, we invite you to follow us on all social
media platforms and stay connected at
www.allwestselectsires.com to meet members of our family, read and watch success
stories and learn more about our top-quality
products & services.

All West/Select Sires Million Unit Club
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P.O. Box 507, Burlington, WA. 98233
(360) 757-6093 / 1-800-426-2697
www.allwestselectsires.com
Change Service Requested

Comments and questions are welcome.
Address comments & questions to:
contact@allwestselectsires.com
Visit Us On The Web!
www.allwestselectsires.com

#stayconnected #cowmanager
Did you know All West has an email newsletter with the latest proof information and insider stories? DiamondCuts e-news will be hitting your inbox
once a month later this year, and you don’t want to miss a single issue!
Visit http://www.allwestselectsires.com/diamond-cuts-news-letter/ to subscribe!

The activity/health/nutrition system that’s changing the way you manage
your herd just got more exciting! Now available – new flexible payment options for any module system you choose. To learn more, talk to your All
West Specialist or call 800.426.2697.

Washington's Skagit Valley Herald recently featured All West customer Jeremy Visser in an article about an experimental dairy processor from Janicki Bioenergy that will turn
manure into clean water, while also producing fertilizer. Visser owns a number of dairies in western Washington that fall under the "Natural Milk LLC" and "Viacres LLC" farm
names. This project is a joint effort between his Stanwood facility, the Dairy Farmers of Washington, the Snohomish Conservation District and the Stillaguamish Tribe. The
complete article can be found at: http://www.goskagit.com/news/local_news/new-janicki-bioenergy-dairy-project-draws-inspiration-from-omniprocessor/article_391f6b68-c1f55572-844e-267b3de82456.html (photo credit: goskagit.com)

